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Unto You A Child Is Born
The popular, hilariously funny The Best
Christmas Pageant Ever (Barbara Robinson)
holds lessons as well as laughter. Succinctly put,
the plot concerns the nasty , welfare Herdmans,
who took over the Christmas pageant down at
the church. They certainly would not have been
in Mrs. George Armstrong's Christmas play, but
then she had fa//c•n and broken her leg and someone else had to do it.
The Herdman's "were absolutely the worst
kids in the history of the world. They lied and
stole and smoked cigars (even the girls) and talked dirty and hit little kids and cussed their
teachers and took the name of the Lord in vain ..
. . "Having heard that "goodies" were to be had
at church, the Herdman 's checked it out and
eventually wound up at opening rehearsal when
parts would be assigned. That Imogene took the
lead from A/ice Wend/eken, who had a/wap
been Mary because she was "so smart, so neat
and dean, and . . . so holy-looking. " Joseph, the
Wise Men, and even the Angel of the Lord turned
our to be Herdmam because nobody else would
volunteer. Through riotous, calamitous rehearsals (when Imogene -Mary drank the communion
wine, wanted to name Jesus "Bill," burped the
baby ; when they all wanted a Herod so they
could do away with him), the Herdmans put
their own interpretations on the momentous
events they were enacting-a
story they had
never heard before . Much to the consternation
of "holy-looking" A/ice, Ralph-Joseph mentioned that Mary was pregnant.
When the night of the Pageant arrived, anxiety
engulfed everyone except the Herdmans. But
from the confusion and chaos there began to
emerge strange and wondrous things . RalphJmeph and Imogene-Mary did not come in while
evNyone was humming "0, Little Town of
Bethlehem " -at /east not right away. ("They're
going to ruin everything!") They finally did come
in; and, miracle of miracles, they were not
pushing and shoving. "They ju .st stood there• for a
minute as if they weren't sure they were in the
right place"-/ooking
like the refugees on the six
o 'dock news waiting in "some str,111ge ugly
pl.lee•. " It began to dawn on some of t/1e others
"that this was ju .st the way it must have been for
the real Holy family, stuck .iw.iy in a barn by
peoplP who didn 't much c.irc• what happe11Pd to
thPm . Tlwy couldn't have bePn very nPat ,md
tidy PithPr. "
Then in rushed Leroy-Wise Man with the ham
out of their Chri.1tmas basket ,md plunked it (instead of the bath- .salt jars) down in front of the
manger. After that the script was forgotten , and
the expected unexpected happened-but
not
what everyone expected: Imogene Herdman was
crying. "In the candle light her face was all shiny
with tears and she didn't even bother to wipe
them away . . . . And later on she walked into the
corner of the choir-robe cabinet, in a kind of
daze-as if she had just caught onto the idea of
God, and the wonder of Christmas."
PNhaps the best Christmas pageant ever for us
might be to reenact the deeds of our Lord rather
than a sentimentalized manger scene, to leave
the candlelit sanctu.uy and go out to join the
street people , to shout to all the blind and poor
and disfranchised-as
did Gladys-Angel of the
Lord "with her .skinny legs and her dirty sneakers
sticking out from under the robe," yelling at all
of m c•verywhere - "HEY! UNTO YOU A CHILD
IS BORN!"
-the

Editor

"TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY
THE SCRIPTURES AND
THEIR
MEANING ...
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THE MEANING
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John
(Mark 6:27-28)
A soldier lifts his arm.
One more deep breath and then his head shall roll,
This life announced by angels ending at a wanton's wish.
The unfeeling laughter of the guests may pound these ears
Like seven hundred clubs, unfelt,
These bee-fed lips' last, soundless, sermon
Preached from a serving platter,
The vocation in the wilderness
Silent in the court of kings,
Silent as the soon-shorn sheep.
The sword at last shall shave the Nazarite.
But I have met the Lamb of Cod,
For blind eyes watch the leaping lame,
And deaf ears hear the good news of
The poor enriched in faith.
No wine nor women warmed my life,
-And song?
The fluttering dove above the flowing Flood ,
The rustle of the Spirit-breath
Brooding over pregnant drippings from a seamless robe
And the guileless mouth .
This ode an ~ J tfs unto life.
Ah , gentle cousin-master, did I smooth your Way?
And has Elijah come?
-George

Ewing

George Ewing is a Texas poet and professor of English.
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GOD IN OUR ARENA

One of the most important contributions Christians can make is to spread

the word that God is in the world and that there is good reason for hope and
belief and trust.
By FRANK C. PERRY

ry will never be th e sam e. Som ethin g tot ally
new has com e. Thi s has bee n th e jud gment
H isto
ot Johnath an Shell (The Fate of th e Earth ) and many
oth er person s regardin g th e advent of nuclear
w eapo ns, They are a permanent fi xtur e on th e
scene. They wil l not go aw ay , Even if all nucl ear
w eapo ns shou ld be destroy ed , th e knowl edge of
th em now ex ists and any nation and many ind iv idu als cou ld reprodu ce th em, A new and continuin g era of history began on Au gust 6, 1945 ,
In a simil ar w ay, hi story will never be th e same
because of th e comin g of Jesus Chri st. Som ethin g
tot ally new has com e, Hi s birth marked th e beginnin g of a new age, A new and co ntinuin g era of
history began o n th e night Jesus was bo rn ,
God was p resent w ith his wo rld fr o m t he beginnin g. The ent ir e O ld Testament p rocl aim s th e fact
But w it h t he co min g of Jesus th ere occ urr ed a
dec isive c hange. God entered t he arena of hum an
history, As he co nte mplated th at mo mento us event ,
M att hew reca lled th e wo rds of Isaiah :
All this took place to fulfill what the Lord had
spoken by the prophet:
" Beho ld, a vi rgin shall conceive and bear a
son, and his name shall be called Emmanuel "
(which means Cod with us).
Matthew 2:23

In a sense M att hew begins his Gospe l with these
Frank C. Perry ministers to the Chu rch of Reconciliation in Wilmington,
North Carolina,
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:,

word s- " Emmanu el, God with us," He e nded his
Gosp el in th e same way :
Lo, I am with you always, to the end of the
age.
Matthew 28:20
John began his Go spel in a simil ar w ay :
. , . the Wo rd was wit h Cod and the Word
was Co d . . . the Word became flesh and
dwe l t among us.
John 7:2, 74

The next c hange of thi s calib er will be th e second
co min g of Chri st and th e end of histo ry, wh en th e
kin gdom s of thi s wor ld wi ll, in fact, bec om e th e
Kingd o m of our Lord and of his Chri st . W e live in an
int erm edi ate, prelimin ary stage. But in t his stage
Go d is with us in a spec ial way .
Wh en Isaiah w rote hi s wo rds abo ut a virgin o r
yo un g gir l co nce iving and bear ing a son w it h t his
spec ial name, he was speakin g to o ld King A haz,
w ho was deep ly wo rried abo ut th e Syro-Ep hramit e
W ar of 714 a.c Whet her A haz wa nted it or not, God
was go ing to give hi m a sign. A yo un g girl was go ing
to have a baby. Befor e th at child wo uld reac h th e
age of knowin g right from wron g, th e nation 's
enemi es wo uld be dest royed . W ith o ut hi s bei ng
aw are of it, Isaiah was also speak ing to th e fut ure of
th e w ho le wo rld , w hen again a baby w o uld be bo rn ,
a sign to the peop le; and all the wor ld wou ld be dif fere nt beca use of that birth. At t his season we
ce leb rate t he fact t hat t he great sign has appea red.
Emmanu el, Go d w ith us, has bee n bo rn .
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What does it mean to say that God is with us, that
God has entered the arena of human life and
history? The first and most obvious meaning is that
Emmanuel, God with us, transforms our personal
lives. You and I live in a world fraught with problems
and difficulties. Human beings are different from
other animals; they demand meaning and purpose
in their lives, meaning and purpose that they cannot
supply themselves. Ever since Adam and Eve decided to embroider their aprons, it has been obvious
that human beings require more than mere physical
existence. This is illustrated everyday in the unfulfilled lives of people who have all the creature
comforts, yet experience a great void in their lives.
At times, all persons face unusual problems, personal tragedy, loss, death, sadness, and frustration.
How often a minister is called upon to visit persons
who have faced personal tragedy. What do you say
in times like that? How often have I stood with clenched teeth, wishing to God that I had power to
remove the disease, to restore the life, to recreate
happiness. What can you say in such moments?
Recently I was making a visit in the psychiatric
ward of our hospital. A young girl, whom I had
never seen, stopped me and said, "Would you
come by my room when you're finished and have a
prayer with me?" When I had completed my call, I
dropped by this young person's room. She was
distraught about being separated from her family
and her pets. She had just been told that she was
being transferred to another hospital some distance
away; this frightened her a great deal. What do you
say at a time like that? Obviously I could not change
the situation. Nor did I have the wisdom to make a
judgment. I said to the young lady, "Wherever you
go, whatever happens to you, you can be sure that
God is with you." I proclaimed to her the message

That beautiful earth, which appears so
alone, so isolated floating in the eternal
cold, is the arena to which God has come.
The world is now God's home too.
of Emmanuel. I was surprised at how this seemed to
quiet her. I am sure she had heard it before, but she
needed to hear it again in that difficult situation.
When I left, she was facing the same situation, but
with more calmness and confidence. God was with
her. That was what she needed to know.
That was the message that came to Job after all his
suffering. The great, powerful God of nature, who
had set the stars in their courses and set the limits of
the oceans, was with him in his suffering. That did
not answer the question "Why?" but it opened the
way for healing and restoration. We can face most

anything if we know we are not alone.
You and I are never alone. Emmanuel has come.
God is with us.
second meaning of Christ's coming into the
world is that God is present in the movements of
people and history.
Many students of our society have pointed out that
people today are afraid, desperately afraid of the
possibility of nuclear annihilation and of our seeming impotence to solve economic problems. The
American Psychiatric Association completed a study
recently entitled "The Impact of Nuclear Development on Children and Adolescents," a study of 1200
children and their perceptions of the problem of
nuclear war, the resentment this stirs in them, and
the ways they act out their frustrations. You don't
have to be twenty or thirty or even twelve to understand something of the gravity of the problem.
The problems we face seem so large and complex
that many people give up in despair. Matthew's
message that Emmanuel, God with us, has been
born, speaks directly to this situation.
When our astronauts first orbited the moon in
1968, they sent a picture of the earth which we cannot forget. Archibald MacLeish caught the mood
with the words,

A

To see the earth as it truly is, small and blue
and beautiful in that eternal silence where it
floats, is to see ourselves as riders on the
earth together, brothers on that bright
loveliness in the eternal cold-brothers who
know now they are truly brothers.
That beautiful earth, which appears so alone, so
isolated floating in the eternal cold, is the arena to
which God has come. The world is now God's home
too. The planet itself is not alone.
God's presence does not remove out duty to act
responsibly as Christians and citizens of the world.
God expects us to be informed, alert, sensitive,
morally concerned, and to take actions that seem
appropriate.
But at the same time the most important fact is that
God is in our world. This is the world that He made
and that He loved enough to enter in a special way
when Jesus was born. One of the most important
contributions Christians can make is to spread the
word that God is in the world and that there is good
reason for hope and belief and trust.
A family had recently moved to a new city. The
father and his eight-year-old daughter were driving
through unfamiliar streets with a good bit of turning
and twisting. After some time, the girl looked up at
her father and asked, "Daddy, are you lost?"
(Continued on p. 22)
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WHEN THE TIME WAS RIPE

By LEROY GARRETT
11

hile the unique character of the Christian is

generally admitted, it nonetheless, like all
W
other things in this world, took place in a given

civilization and in a particular culture. By civilization
is meant the world order at that time, with its rise
and fall of nations, its way of life, its social institutions. By culture is meant the things of the mind,
ideas and philosophies, education, art, music and
architecure.
So, we are speaking of "the situation" or "the
condition," what the Germans call the sitz im /eben,
that served as the context or the "home" for the
beginning of the Christian faith. When all these
things in civilization and culture were "just right,"
or as Phillips renders it, "When the proper time
came," God invaded history in a special way in the
birth of Jesus of Nazareth. The phrase literally means
"When the fullness of time came," as if to suggest
that history was ripening for the great event that
would satisfy a yearning that had burned in the
human heart for centuries. History was fulfilling
itself, tiptoeing up to the one event that would
change the world forever, something like gently filling a jug up to the brim. Or like the shooting of a
movie scene. l~eady! Camera!
Even though the "movie" that followed was a
miracle story, its setting was in earthen vessels. The
producer may have been in heaven and the
audience may have been angelic, as Ephesians 3: I 0
would suggest, but the stage for the unfolding drama
was what we now call "the ancient world" with all
Leroy Garrett has for many years edited Restoration Review and is the
author of The Stone-Campbell Movement, which has enjoyed wide circulation. This article is reprinted from Restoration Review (January 1985)
with permission.
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When the time had fully comt't Cod !-Jentforth hi!-J!-Jun. (CalaLians 4.4)
its stark and cruel reality. It was the world of Judea
and the Herods and Rome and the Caesars.
So it was with the Old Testament story. The great
nations and their emperors were drafted into the service of the God of heaven as if theirs was a special
call. Cyrus the Mede is referred to in Suipture as
"the
anointed
of the Lord"
even when it
acknowledges that he did not know the Goel who
called him. And the wicked Nebuchadnezzar of
Babylon is called "the Lord's battle ax," while the
Assyrians are referred to as "the rod of my anger."
When an ancient pharaoh had a dream he could not
recall, which was part of the drama that made
Joseph governor in Egypt, and when a Persian
monarch assuaged his insomnia by having a record
of heroic deeds read to him, which was crucial to
Esther saving the Jews from destruction, it was God
at work manipulating events so as to fulfill his purposes.
It is evident that the unfolding cframa of Scripture
did not take place in a vacuum, but in the ongoing
events of human history. God called Jeremiah even
from his mother's womb "to be a prophet to the
nations"; and when Isaiah referred to God's mission
in history he used such language as "the Lord will
extend his hand a second time to recover the remnant which is left of his people, from Assyria, from
Egypt, from Pathros, from Ethiopia, from Elam, from
Shinar, frorn I la math, and from the coastlands of the
sea" (Is. 11: 11). And so the Old Testament clews not
hesitate to affirm that "the Most l1igh rules the
kingdom of men, and gives it to whom he will"
(Dan. 4:25).
It is not surprising, therefore, that God set in rnotion the Christian story by influencing the minds of

MISS
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pagan emperors of Rome. Luke begins at the beginning when writing to a Greek official: "In those days a
decree went out from Caesar Augustus that all the
world should be enrolled. This was the first enrollment, when Quirinius was governor of Syria" (LI<.
2: 1-2).
A decree from Rome calling for a census, the first
of its kind, may appear as not particularly significant;
but it was necessary to the script, for the Producer
had to move a young maiden, pregnant with the

Augustus' rule of nearly half a century
brought such peace as the world had not
known for two centuries. He made the
time ripe for the coming of the Christ, for
the Gospel could not have had free rein in
a war-tom world.
Christ child eighty miles, from Nazareth in Galilee to
Bethlehem in Judea, so that "the Ruler" destined to
bring peace to all the world would be born in "the
smallest of the villages of Judah" as foretold by the
prophet Micah. There was something special about
Micah's message, not only because he preached
love, justice, and a humble walk with God as the
essence of religion, but also because he held out
hope in an age of despair that the great nations of
the earth would one day be at peace, that they
would beat their swords into plowshares and their
spears into pruning hooks and study war no more. It
was a call for peaceful coexistence.
Micah did a very unusual thing. He based his
hopeful message upon the conviction that "a ruler
in Israel" would rise to bring peace to a decadent
world. He went on to name the village, Bethlehem
Ephrathah, the second term being its ancient name,
as the place of origin for this new ruler. While other
prophets spoke on a coming Messiah, only Micah, a
man of the country, dared to name the place of his
birth. The prophecy was "a sleeper" through the
centuries, with little attention given to it. But the
God of heaven, who always watches over his word
to perform it, did not forget that the Christ was to be
born in the city of David.
Augustus, who ruled Rome for forty-four years, did
far more to build the cradle for Christianity than to
issue a decree that positioned the virgin Mary in
Bethlehem at the right time. His name was really
Octavian, but the senate proclaimed him Augustus
because he transformed a republic into an empire
and displaced war and decadence with peace and
prosperity. They said of hirn that he found Rome a
city of brick and turned it into a city of n1arble. He

built temples, basilicas, libraries, theatres, roads;
and along with it he lowered taxes. In bringing
peace to a large part of the world he was able to cut
his army in half, but still he opened up travel routes
and secured them against brigands by having guard
stations along the way. Not only could merchants
travel the world in peace but the evangels of the
gospel as well. His rule of nearly half a century,
longer than any other emperor, brought such peace
as the world had not known for two centuries. He
made the time ripe for the coming of the Christ, for
the Gospel could not have had free rein in a wartorn world.
But the emperor, whose reign is sometimes called
"the Augustan Reformation," did what few rulers
ever attempt in that he tried to make the people
good as well as happy; and moral revolutions are
hard to come by. Rulers usually leave moral reform
to saints and prophets. It was because of his influence that the people became more conscious of
morals and religion, art and philosophy, law and
order. He sought to revive such ancient ideals as
character and courage. Many slaves were freed. I-le
awarded family life and parentage in a world that
had chosen childlessness through abortion, infanticide, and contraception. He encouraged the great
writers in his empire, the likes of Livy, Virgil and
Horace, to write in behalf of moral and religious
reform.
While the senate in naming him Augustus assumed him to be more than a man even if less than a
god, he was hardly an exemplary figure and as for
religion he was no more than a skeptic. He gained
his power by forcing the hand of Cleopatra, who
ruled the riches of Egypt and who loved Mark Antony,

The Jewish influence upon the early
church was extensive. The first Christian
scriptures were Jewish. The first Christians
were themselves Jewish. The one they prom
claimed as Lord was Jewish. The church in
its corporate worship and organization was
strikingly similar to the Jewish synagogue.
Augustus' rival. Once he had military leverage over
her, he demanded that she kill Antony. She refused,
but Antony, supposing his lover to be dead, mortally
wounded himself. When he learned the report to be
false, he made his way to her and died in her arms.
Augustus, waiting outside with his army, allowed
Cleopatra to bury her lover. She stood before
Augustus to hear the terms he offered. Finding them
unacceptable, she returned to her quarters, clad
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herself in her royal robes, and then put an asp on her
breast and died.
And so Octavian became Augustus and built the
Roman Empire with the wealth of Egypt-and thus
prepared the world for Jesus Christ! It may strike us
as strange that the God of heaven would use such
means to accomplish his purposes, but we are to
remember that God was working within human
history, and that is the stuff of history. Say what we
will about their morals, the Greeks and the Romans
were "tutors unto Christ," as they are sometimes
called, even when they were often homosexuals and
gained their thrones through assassination.
His efforts less than realized, Augustus came to see
that moral reform awaited a religious renaissance.
He helped to set the tone, for in this time
agnosticism lost its appeal and the people came to
suspect what their poets had told them, that the fear
of the gods is the youth of wisdom. Even the cynical
Ovid yielded: "It is convenient that there should be
gods, and that we should think they exist." So a
world empire was at ready to hear the Christian
message. And that empire had set in motion a long
reign of peace, the pax Romana it was called; and
they had built roads that stretched from one great
city to another and secured them. The seas were
safe from pirates. In a few years an apostle of Jesus
Christ could "appeal to Caesar" and journey all the
way to Rome under protective custody, with no
obstacle but the weather. The Romans had ripened
the time for God to send the star of Bethlehem.
But that is not all. Besides political unity, law and
order, and international peace, the world also needed a unity of language. The official language was
Latin, another gift of the Romans; but the common
language of the people was Greek, bequeathed by
the conquering armies of Alexander the Great
generations earlier. These two languages, along with
Aramaic, the vernacular of Palestinian Jews, were
the languages that Pontius Pilate wrote above the
Cross of Christ; and they were the two languages
that communicated to an entire empire. The koine
Greek was not the Greek of Sophocles or Plato, but
of the common man, the housewife and her written
recipe, the soldier and his letter home. For a time
linguists were baffled by "biblical Greek," supposing it to be some special "Holy Ghost lingo"; but it
was soon discovered that it was so common as to be
lost in the everyday life of an ancient people. While
classical Greek could be found in ancient libraries,
the koinc Greek was to be found only in the writings
of the common folk in the form of letters, diaries,
recipes, etc., now called papyri (plural for papyrus).
And this was the Greek of the New Testament and
the language of the Gospel as it reached out all over
the Graeco-Roman world. Adolph Deissmann, one

of the linguists who searched these things out, found
papyri from every century of the Christian era; these
not only attest to the language of the New Testament
but allows for a better definition of the words it uses.
Greek language and culture become so dominant
that even the Jews scattered over the Greek world
no longer used their native Hebrew or Aramaic; and
they soon translated their Old Testament Scriptures
into Greek, about 200 B.c. This translation is known
as the Septuagint, and it became the Bible of the
early church. While Greek ideas had some influence
on Christian thought, such as the concept of the
Logos, the religious influence was mostly Jewish. The
Greeks, for instance, were radically polytheistic,
while Judaism was adamantly monotheistic; and it
was of course the conviction that "the Lord is one
God" that became as much Christian as it was
Jewish.
Indeed, the Jewish influence upon the early
church was extensive. The first Christian scriptures
were Jewish. The first Christians were themselves

Octavian became Augustus and built the
Roman Empire with the wealth of
Egypt-and thus prepared the world for
Jesus Christ! It may strike us as strange that
the God of heaven would use such means
to accomplish his purposes, but we are to
remember that God was working within
human history. Say what we will about
their morals, the Greeks and the Romans
were "tutors unto Christ."
Jewish. The one they proclaimed as Lord was Jewish.
The church in its corporate worship and organization was strikingly similar to the Jewish synagogue.
This is why John 4:22 has Jesus saying, "Salvation is
of the Jews." Neither Jesus nor the early church
would have ever said that about the Greeks or
Romans.
And yet but a fraction of the Jews became Christians. The earliest enemies to the new faith were not
as much the Romans as the Jews. This points up how
disadvantaged Christianity was as a new religion
among the old and politically powerful cultures of
the world, which had their own religions. Persia
gave its support to Zoroastrianism and India gave its
allegiance to both Hinduism and Buddhism. Confucianism was identified with China, then one of the
great empires.
The Greeks supported many religions, whether
the Eleusian mysteries or such cults as Mithra and
Dionysius; and with these the Christian faith had to
(continued on p. 22)

GOING HOME
FOR CHRISTMAS

By ROBERTE. SEYMOUR

"Everyone went to register himself, each to his own home town" (Luke 2:3).
very year at this season far-flung members of
families, wherever they are, look homeward;
and generally, if there is any possible way to arrange
it, plans are set in motion for a journey home.
Already on the radio we are beginning to hear that
perennial
plaintive
song, "I'll
be home for
Christmas, you can plan on that." We will hear
many other songs with a similar theme: "Country
road, take me home to the place where I belong."
Or again, the seasonal favorite, "I'm dreaming of a
white Christmas, just like the ones I used to know."
All of these lyrics carry a heavy weight of nostalgia.
Is there anyone who escapes such sentimentality?
Such recollections of happiness from days gone by
are a continuing source of joy and gratitude for us;
but because we know many such experiences of
yesterday can never be recaptured in the present,
these memories can also be painful and sad. One
morning last week as I signed up for a memorial
poinsettia in the name of my parents, suddenly my
mind was crowded with wonderful memories of
Christmases past; and I was surprised by a tear trickling down my cheek, knowing that I would never
again be going back to that home for Christmas.
Yes, for most of us Christmas is a highly emotional
time, a holiday when we look backward to the
homes where we were reared, a time of strong family feelings. But for persons whose present happiness
cannot compare with that which they experienced
in Christmases past, this season of celebration,
understandably, may precipitate depression, triggered by our wanting to go back to a home that is no
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more.
These thoughts filled my mind as I reread the story
of Mary and Joseph making the trip back to
Bethlehem, the place where Joseph was born. I
wonder if that trip might also have been a "sentimental journey" for Joseph as he returned to his
old home town and remembered his childhood
there.
We hear a lot today about returning to our roots.
In our highly mobile society an increasing number of
families are hard-pressed to answer the inevitable
questions: "Where do you come from? Where do
you call home?" It is estimated that the average
American family moves about every five years. It
should not be surprising to us, then, that the kind of
emotional tug many of us feel toward a particular
place is often not felt by children of this generation.
As I visit new folk who come to our town, I find
many families who do not have a sense of
geographical origin. When I ask the questions, they
are likely to answer, "Oh, we've moved around a
lot; it would be hard to say." And then follows a long
chronology of places where they've lived, but clearly no one place to which they feel very deeply
rooted.
This need to trace roots has led some Americans to
travel overseas to see if they might establish con nections with some English village or European town
from which their ancestors immigrated. My wife and
I visited Cardiff, Wales, several years ago, the city
from which some of her forebearers immigrated. We
are sure there are still distant cousins there; but
when we looked for her maiden name in the
telephone book, we found a whole page of them
listed! We were so overwhelmed we ended up call-
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ing no one.
Yet most of us who have traveled abmad learn
very quickly how deep our American roots are.
There is a sense in which we really never understand
what it means to call America home until we are on
foreign soil and can see this country from a distance
and through the eyes of others. I recall so vividly
going to a play on a Thursday in November when I
was a student at the University of Edinburgh. The
play was "Anna Lucasta" by an all-Black American
cast. After the final curtain, the lead actress stepped

We tend to think of home as the place
where basic needs are met, where we can
always count on finding food and shelter,
where there is always a place for us and a
readiness to make room for us even when
we arrive unannounced.
up to the footlights and said to the audience, "We're
glad to be here today, but we are a little homesick.
You see, this is Thanksgiving Day in America, and
our thoughts are turned toward home." And then
she invited all Americans in the audience to come
backstage for a party with the cast. It was a
memorable
experience
as Black and White
Americans-far
away from our segregated homeland-reached out to one another and affirmed with
nostalgia our common roots.
Similarly, as a Southerner I really didn't know how
firmly rooted I was below the Mason-Dixon line until
I went to school in the North, where people seemed
surprised that I could speak English properly and
that I wore shoes. This corner of our country is a
plantation culture I want no part of, yet a culture
that nonetheless claims my nostalgic affection.
Suppose we were all required to return to the
places of our birth every ten years to register for a
census. Our town would look as if it had been
evacuated! Most of us who now call this home came
from somewhere else. If our roots are here, tliey are
probably transplanted. The same was true of Jesus;
He was born in a place where He never lived.
you ever thought it strange that Jesus,
H ave
though born in Bethlehem, was referred to as
"the Nazarene?" Some biblical schQlars even
question his birthplace and wonder if it might not
have been Nazareth. Whatever the case, it is clear
that Jesus' roots were in Nazareth, for that is where
lie lived and was reared. People never let him forget
where He came from. "Can any good thing come
out of Nazareth?" his critics asked with disdain. My
guess is that for Jesus Nazareth had many good
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associations, especially "those kind hearts and gentle people" who lived in his hometown.
ne wonders, though, where Joseph's people
were when he went back to Bethlehem. Was
there no family still there? You would think there
might still have been some relatives around so that
he and his pregnant wife could have been assured
lodging instead of having to spend the night in a
stable. We tend to think of home as the place where
basic needs are always met, where we can count on
finding food and shelter, where there is always a
place for us and a readiness to make room for us
even when we arrive unannounced. Who was it
who defined home as that place where they have to
take you in? It would seem that though Joseph was
born in Bethlehem, it was no longer home for him,
for no one was there to take him in.
There are many people in our world today who
have no place to go back to as home. Along the
Interstate which runs through the Bronx of New
York City blocks and blocks of abandoned
tenements stand as mute testimony to places that
many people once called home. Because that sec..
tion of the city looked so much like the bombed
buildings of Beirut and because of the embarrassment caused by this ghastly blighted area, the city
appropriated several million dollars to put decals
over the gaping windows, "window dressing" to
disguise them in such a way as to make it appear that
the buildings are inhabited, when in fact only rats
and roaches now call them home.
Thomas Merton once described this world as a
demented inn in which there is no room for Christ;
and he reasoned that because Christ cannot be at
home here, his place is always with all those others
for whom there is no room--all those others who
have no place to go home to.
I am thinking of those South African Blacks 1n
shantytown suburbs of Johannesburg who had to
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That Jesus called God "Father" speaks
volumes about the way He felt toward his
home. And had Jesus not been brought up
in a patriarchal society, I am sure he would
just as readily thought of God in motherly
terms too.
stand silently by and watch bulldozers raze their
humble hovels which they have called home. I am
thinking of all displaced persons--boat people from
Asia, Haitians from the Caribbean, political refugees
from Central America, Palestinians who for thirty
years have lived in temporary tents in the Middle
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East. In a very real sense, you and I as citizens of this
nation are inn-keepers; but often we turn these
people away, saying there is no room when in fact
we could open the door to many more. Among such
displaced persons Christ is mysteriously present; and
He comes into our midst when we welcome them
and when our home becomes their home too.
here are special feelings that we associate with
home. Home provided for us not only such basic
necessities as shelter and Mother's cooking but
those even more basic needs of acceptance and
affirmation, the feeling of belonging and being
believed in and being loved. How blessed you have
been if you had a home like that! And how blessed
your children will be if you're rearing them in that
kind of environment!
One of the Bible's most familiar stories is of a
young man going back home after a long time away.
He had not done well on his own. He had failed in
his efforts to establish himself. Indeed, he had come
to nothing and out of the depths of his despair he
was consumed with homesickness. As he finally
made his way back to his folks, he must have
remembered the kind of affirmation he had received
from his family. Even though he was saying to
himself, "I'll ask th(~m to employ me as a servant in
the household," my guess is that he fully anticipated
their loving him and believing in him as they had
always done before.
Two contemporary plays-Sam Shephard's Buried
Child and Harold Pinter's, The Homecoming--are
about family i:nembers coming back home; but both
of them are about as far removed as they can be
from the kind of homecoming the Prodigal Son
received. In Shephard's play, the son is received as a
total stranger, and the family members are totally incapable of co~nmunicating with each other. In
Pinter's play, the son brings home a wife who is
humiliated by his father and sexually abused by his
brother. Are these commentaries on the conditions
of today's families? We look wistfully toward the
Waltons as personifying a dying family ideal, and we
are appalled by the deadly games played by the
family members in Dallas as a possible prototype of
the future.
Clearly, the home Jesus grew up in was one in
which He felt considerable affirmation and love.
One clue is the way Jesus used the language of
family relationships to refer to God. That Jesus called
God "Father" speaks volumes about the way He felt
toward his home. And had Jesus not been brought
up in a patriarchal society, I am sure he would just
as readily have thought of God in motherly terms
too. For I arn certain God used both Mary and
Joseph to help Jesus become who He was, to help
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flim understand that the acceptance and love He
had felt in his home was a reflection of that Love that
lies at the very center of the universe.
A further clue to how Jesus felt about his home is
the way he describes all those who dwell within the
will of God as members of his family. "Whoever
does God's will," he said, "the same is my brother
and my sister." This is the kind of love that many of
us associate with the home we go back to at
Christmas. I remember visiting a young man who
had drifted away from the church in which he was
reared, but he had come to a point in his life of wanting to reactivate his church relationship. His words
were, "I feel like I'm coming back home."
Just as one of the good feelings in him was the
sense of being secure and safe, so we also feel
secure in our family of faith, for here we embrace
one another with the everlasting love of God who
will never let us go.
In the television program "The Day After" the
main character, a physician, who was away from
Kansas City when the 1--lolocaust occurred, made his
way back there in a determined arrempt to locate his
home in the midst of the rubble. Eventually he came
to the place where his home once stood. Everything
for as far as he could see in all directions was in total
ruin, but there on the spot where he and his family
had once lived sat several dazed survivors who looked as if death would be a welcomed friend. Reacting
with an irrational anger, he shouted, "Get out of my
house!" When they refused to move, the doctor,
who also looked as if death were near, fell
bewildered to his knees. Then one of the squatters
slowly got up and feebly made his way to where the
doctor had fallen and put his arms around him in a
reconciling and loving embrace.
This last gesture spoke to me of the only security
you and I have in this life, the security of knowing
we are loved. This is what we celebrate at Christmas:
God's love for us and with us come what may--even
in the ruins!

There fared a mother driven forth
Out of an inn to roam;
In the place where she was homeless
All men are at home.
The crazy stable close at hand,
With shaking timber and shifting sand,
Crew a stronger thing to abide and stand
Than the stones of /<.ome.
(Chesterton)
-the

indestructible
-----------------------------

love of our merciful God!
Amen.
__________

MISSION
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SEASONS
He is a man ... He is God ... He is ... Man and God.
He came to us when the world was dark.
When the Light was obscured.
When all the hopes of humanity were stranded in sin's web,
He came to us shedding his heavenly glory
to rise like the Morning Star
and set the captive free.
We celebrate his seasons.
We see Him at the dawn of time, planning with the Father
the grandeur of the Garden.
We shrink from the voice that set the Southern Cross
and heaped the mountains across the backbone of the world.
We follow Him through the tides of centuries until He,
in that crowded moment, mingled perfection with mortality.

Like a sand castle a child grows and gathers in
the fleece of experience.
Onto Hebron's flats past Galilee's shore to the city of Zion
a whirlwind gathered momentum and burned
with singular force across the pages of history.
Unlike the host of flawed lamps flickering impotently in the dark,
this single pristine candle would light man's harbors for an eternity.

For too brief a span, God walked the earth;
Healed the lame - and gave the sightless a rainbow.
For less than two decades, the lost could view firsthand
the surety of Heaven. God's immaculate living promise.
But all too soon the shadows gathered. And the Lamb lay down.
All too soon the tree was felled.
All too soon a single hallowed tear bathed the earth in immeasurable grief while the planets cowered behind a crimson mist.
And the Lamb lay down.
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Can man born of tribulation emulate his God?
Can he, imprisoned by the fetters of his flesh,
aspire to more than death?
Dare he believe grace's seedlings blossom within the firestorm of life?
From victory's shore the Living Word assures the fallen
there is substance to the promise,
support along the way and after the crossing, a crown imperishable.

He is risen, they say.
Out of the black tomb slips the rumor that will change the destiny of Adam's heirs.
Across the hills of Palestine flies the news that will catch the kindling
in hopeful hearts and spark dying dreams to flame.
He is risen and no soul will ever again be a hopeful pawn in Satan's pouch.
The doubters will scoff, and the scoffers will doubt;
But the idols of fear and pride will fall to earth like silver tinsel.
He is risen, the stones cry out.
Praise God - He is risen!

Centuries twist and turn.
Man lingers lovingly in the mirror and fawns at his own reflection.
His temples scratch Heaven's basement,
and his winged machines soar to infinity's door.
But alone - in the solitary confinement of his own mortality he fails.
He stirs the decades with noise and smoke of
unbounded energy.
Yet he cannot harness a single fraction of time.
And in all the years amidst advances and devices
he cannot still the wings of death.
But - because God is love there is path that leads to living waters.
If we but believe.
Let all the records before and beyond retain but one cardinal truth:
The Man who is God is risen!
-William

T. Stewart

William T. Stewart of Fair Oaks, California, is a poet, dramatists, novelist and high school teacher.
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By C. LEONARD ALLEN

Desolate and lone
All night long on
Where fog trails and mist creeps,
The whistle of a boat
Calls and cries
Like some
child
In tears

Hunting
And the harbor's eyes,
Carl Sandburg
Poems
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The Nashville city bus makes its serpentine way toward the southern suburbs. I am in town for only a few
days, so the sights out thc.owindow seem strange to me. My attention is drawn to a poster near the front of
the bus. On it are about thirty pictures of children. They are missing, the sign says calmly. Have you seen
one of them? Do you have any information that might help? If so, please call the toll-free number.
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Their faces stare at me from the sta1-kposter. Probably school pictures, most of them. Lined up with giggling and shoving classmates, they had waited for a turn to march around behind the curtain and face the
weary photographer. In one flash the year had been immmtalized, a year that soon would be forgotten in its
infinite details but which, for better or worse, would lie hidden deep within each child probably forever.
The awkward smiles, the uncombed hair, the half-open eyes--all captured by the flash-had been brought
home in a packet and, amid parental groans, smiles, then endearments, had been purchased, clipped apart,
mailed to grandparents, then tucked away in envelopes or scrapbooks. It was all there: childhood 1·adiance
and rudeness, childhood innocence and impishness.
The pictures, now fashioned into a forlorn mosaic, faced me from the panel behind the driver's seat. They
had not been taken for this purpose. They had been made for grandparents, for little girlfriends, for big
brothers. For joy and for posterity. Now it seemed unthinkable that the pictures had been searched
out-each and every one of thern--in prolonged desperation, in unbelief still that the bunk was empty at
night and had been for weeks, months, or maybe an eternity.
The children are missing, the sign says. I peer out the tinted bus windows and see trees still flushed with
new green. I see red brick houses, children on bicyles, and people hurrying home. The usual sights for this
time of year. Most people look pleasant enough. A few appear to be on the gruff side, but certainly there
is no one who would not smile at a sleeping baby or answer the silly questions of a six-year-old. I look back
at the poster, at the missing children, at the stolen, runaway, lost, raped, sodomized, and slain children.

Where could this have happened? Not here. Not in
Nashville, not in the places I know, not by people
like those sitting around me.
The statistics are disputed. One and a half million
children disappear from their homes each year,
some groups report, and 20,000 to 50,000 remain
missing. Others set the figures much lower: 330,000
missing children reported to the FBI each year and
perhaps 1000 long-term abductions. In either case, I
probably should not believe such figures, for I have
been taught for many years, and it has become a
habit of long standing, to believe only what, generally speaking, makes sense. This does not. But they
keep telling me it is true; and I suppose, if I wished, I
could call and befriend the parents and they-one
by one-could tell me their stories, down to the day,
to the hour when this absurdity descended upon
them. But such confirmations, I have little doubt,
would do more to darken the mind than enlighten it.
I do believe the reports; but here, as in some other
of my beliefs, I make a number of concessions.
There is something about children missing that
makes it worse. Some would say it is the helplessness and innocence. When life is so full of pure, simple joys and open-mouthed wonderment and spurof-the-moment adventures and tears that come and
go like a flash-flood and such awesome gullibility
and voracious imagination-when
life is like that,
how can we not be endlessly touched and incalculably wounded when it is all shattered by some
dark apparition? However one explains it, we all
know that it seems worse among the children and
just about as close to the unthinkable as we are
likely to get.
I look at the poster again. Why, for God's sake,
does it always seem to be the world's children?
Middle Eastern terrorists, South American guerillas,
a gunman in McDonald's, drunken drivers on the
neighborhood streets. None of them take any pains
to spare the children. Just today I read about a
bombing in east Beirut that killed over sixty. "Many
of the victims pulled from the rubble were
children," the paper said. "A crowded school bus
was among the vehicles caught in the blast, according to witnesses."
I see pictures and read numbers. A million
children, they say, died in the Holocaust. A million
children missing, children who would just now be
welcoming their grandchildren and telling them
stories of the rich years now past.
I wonder just how we can speak of all of that. Elie

Leonard Allen holds degrees from Harding University, Harding Graduate
School, and the University of Iowa (Ph.D. in the History of Christian
Thought). He has preached in a number of places. More pertinent to this
article, he is a devoted father of three children.
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Wiesel, the novelist and himself a survivor of the
death camps as a teenager, does it best with stories.
There is the famous passage in his slim and terrifying
autobiographical work, Night, where he tells of a
slender youth being hanged in the camp before all
the prisoners. And in The Fifth Son, his most recent
novel, there is the story of six-year-old Ariel who is
tortured and executed by a Gestapo officer before
the eyes of the ghetto inhabitants.
It finally comes down to that. We can speak meaningfully, not of hundreds or millions, but of those
children we know-or
knew. We tell their stories. I
still think today of seven-year-old Camilia Jo Hand. I
was in the ninth grade, and I remember vividly her
disappearance from our community, the days of
searching that followed, and the chilling reports of
the discovery of her body in a shallow grave in nearby woods. And there was my fourth-grade
classmate, Gregory Gilley, who was killed on his
bicycle one afternoon after school. We tell stories.
We remember names and faces. We store them
away in our hearts.
My eyes come back again to the poster on the bus.
It strikes me for a moment as a twisted puzzle, invented by a madman. The faces in the pictures now
seem distant, almost unreal. Except for one. This
one, seen at a glance, could pass for my oldest son.
David is eight, husky, blond, freckled across the
nose. He is a bit brash, but respectful, as honest as a
father could ever hope for, always full of questions,
and, despite our warnings, still wonderfully warm
and trusting toward strangers.
I can imagine his picture on the poster. His second
grade picture was good: his hair was combed, his
eyes fully open, his smile straight. Several of the
small ones are tucked away in our desk drawer and
would not be hard to find in an emergency. I can
imagine him among the missing. The thought is not
unthinkable.
My eyes focus more sharply on that one picture. It
is not my son of course. The hair is too curly, the
eyes too close together. But it does not have to be
my son for me to feel something of the deep sense of
loss. It does not have to be my family living with an
empty room and idle toys for me to feel the darkness
of a world where so many children are missing.
"Suffer the little children ... for to such belongs
the kingdom of heaven," He once said. The bus
stops at Granny White Pike and Maplehurst Avenue.
I take one last look at the unchanging poster, then
step out onto the curb. The trees around me are
swarming with cicadas--it happens only every thirteenth year, I heard someone say-and their mighty,
piercing chorus fills the air like the walls of a great
heavenly host. It all seems like a puzzle to me-the
(continued on p. 22)

One of the most significant and substantial conferences to take place in
the history of Abilene Christian University was held during the second week
of last July. It was a conference on "The Restoration Ideal in American
History." Speakers included many of the preeminent church historians
from all over the country. In this month's "Doctrinal Reflections" Lynn
Mitchell shares his personal reflections on the subject of "restoration ism"
after having attended the conference.
Preceding the conference on "The American Ideal in American History,"
was another conference, sponsored by the Restoration Communication
Scholars Network. Their discussions centered on "Religious Communication in the American Restoration Tradition." Still another followed: The
Christian Scholars Conference. Robert Randolph reports on the conferences and considers their significance not only for the intellectual life of
the university but also for the faith life of the church.

Intellectual Pursuits At Our Colleges
Conferences at Abilene

Christian University

By ROBERT M. RANDOLPH
he university, wrote Clark Kerr some years ago,
. .has few peers in the preservation and
dissemination and examination of the eternal truths;
no living peers in the search for new knowledge;
and no peers in all history ... in serving so many of
the segments of an advancing civilization" (The Use
of the University, 1963, pp. 44-45). Kerr's words may
be true when talking about Harvard or a great state
university such as the University of California, but
for many of us educated at the parochial schools of
our religious tradition there would be a raised
eyebrow at the idea that the schools we know might
be " ... serving so many of the segments of an
advancing civilization."
We loved the schools for
what they were, hated them for what they were not,
and hoped in an unreasoning way that we would
one day be able to reconcile our divergent feelings. I
have found these sentiments prevalent among those
educated at the numerous small church-related
colleges so common in evangelical America. At their
best the quality of the experience and the quality of
the people involved in these colleges made up for
the lack of intellectual rigor and the narrow world
view.
Occasionally there are bright spots; and among
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the Churches of Christ and Christian Churches Pepperdine University has long been a success story,
having gained respect as a viable intellectual community.
Milligan
College and more recently
Emmanuel School of Religion have gained similar
respect as they have developed into communities of
faith unafraid to inquire. Abilene Christian University has, it seems to me, turned an important corner
in the past few years. It has become truly an international university, and the faculty has grown stronger
each year. The administration has broken out of the
comfortable "old boy" network that dominated for
so long. At the same time ACU has kept its roots
firmly in the Southwest's religious tradition. The
signs "Don't wear shorts in the Student Center"
remain; but these remnants of silliness cast small
shadows on a vital intellectual community that is not
ashamed to believe and, at the same time, is willing
to ask the hard questions.
The week of July 14-21, 1985, illustrates well my
point. There were three conferences scheduled
back-to-back that week at ACU. The 15th and 16th
were the dates for a gathering of the Restoration
Communication Scholars Network (RCSN). The conference focused on "Religious Communication
In
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The American Restoration Tradition"
and was
organized by Dwayne D. Van Rheenen and Michael
Casey, both then on the faculty of the University of
Maine. (Van Rheenen has since joined the faculty of
Pepperdine University.)
The History Department at ACU, headed by
Richard Hughes, sponsored the second conference
from July 16-18. Drawing on the support of the
University in general, but specifically supported by
the Department of Bible, the Center for Restoration
Studies, and the College of Liberal and Fine Arts, the
Conference examined "The Restoration Ideal In
American History" and featured scholars of international stature.
The final meeting of the week was the most
narrowly focused. It was the Christian Scholars Conference and drew its audience primarily from noninstrumental Churches of Christ. Over the course of
three days the program considered three topics:
"Hermeneutics:
The Role of Women
in the
Church," "General Education From a Christian Perspective," and "Changing Patterns of Class Instruction in Churches of Christ."
ach of these gatherings contributed to the intellectual growth of those involved; and it was
not simply academic cud-chewing, but the sharing
of ideas and perspectives that have clear implications for the community of faith. From the perspective of the church the gatherings were important, for
they addressed questions that have an impact on the
day-to-day practice of the faithful; and they did so in
a non-threatening,
wholesome
environment
of
openness that encouraged dialogue. The crosssection of religious fellowships modeled what many
of us pray for as we talk of recapturing the Restoration Movement's quest for unity. In an important
way it was also a time for generational conversation.
I believe that most of us sense it, but few say it: we
are in the middle of a generational shift in our institutions. There is a need for cross-generational
dialogue. It happened at ACU during this week.
The highlights of the week were often pleasant surprises and included Dr. DeWitte T. Holland, former
Southern Baptist and now Presbyterian minister/
elder, responding to a trio of folk from the Church of
Christ grappling with the "Epistomological Foundation for Hermeneutics
in the Rhetoric of the
American Restoration Movement." Not only could
Holland repeat the title of the session, but he had
been waiting years to share his perspectives with the
heirs of Campbell and Stone. He did so with a
flourish. Dr. Bruce Shields from Emmanuel School of
Religion spoke on "Hermeneutics
and Contemporary Preaching" to a dinner gathering including
those present for the RCSN meeting and many from
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the ACU community. Shields touched on a topic
that reappeared many times during the week: the
lack of biblically responsible preaching in the churches of the Restoration Movement.
He spoke
pointedly on the challenges we face and talked of
his own efforts to train the preachers at Emmanuel.
The importance of talking about the Restoration
Ideal, for those of us who have grown up believing
that it is important, was in recognizing that our concern is not unique. Our niche in history may be no
longer than our place in heaven. Scholars from a
variety of perspectives talked of biblical primitivism
and its contribution to Puritanism, the making of
America, Evangelicalism, the European traditions,
and so it went. One perplexed student wondered
aloud what all these people have to say to us. In
truth they had much to say to our tradition and to
each other.
For many, the highlight of the session was David
Edwin Harrell's presentation at the concluding
session of the program. Harrell is an outstanding
interpreter of Southern protestantism and the
biographer of Oral Roberts. For those who have
lived in tension with their restoration heritage he put
it all in personal perspective, talking of what was
gained and what was lost by holding to the tradition.
Coming from the non-institutional
Churches of
Christ, Harrell may well have confounded those
from other traditions; but those who had followed
his path were extraordinarily moved.
The Christian Scholars Conference is not a selfappointed body, as one critic complained, but is
loosely made up of those involved in education who
share a Christian commitment.
The session on
biblical interpretation and the role of women in the
church was by far the best attended session. Each of
the presentations argued in one way or another for
the broader involvement of women in the life of the
church. Among the volunteered papers there were
several worth hearing despite the late hour on Friday
night. The sessions on education brought together
faculty from colleges associated with the Churches
of Christ and beyond.
ecause of its location and history ACU has been

Its
Ban important force among Churches of Christ.
leaders have not sought preeminence
in our
fellowship, but have rather exercised quiet leadership. Rightly the University has seen itself as the servant of the Church, but on occasion it has failed to
recognize that it can best fulfill that role by giving the
Church a forum or environment for the consideration of larger questions that local congregations cannot address. Integration was such an issue and the
University dodged the question until it was too late
to do more than follow societal forces. Questions of
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Christian unity, equality in the body of Christ, the
place of the "Christian" dimension in education
may seem less loaded issues; but they are not. To
serve the Church there are times when ACU must
lead. I am grateful that the current leadership seems
to understnad this reality.

Note: Those who are interested in the proceedings at
these conferences or any others at ACU will be pleased to know that tapes are immediately available for a
modest price by writing LODESTAR, ACU Box 7727,
Abilene, Tx. 79699.

Getting To Know Us

sensuous experience (or him as he carefu/1)1selects the fruits
and vegetables and meats for family meals (or the coming
wee!<. Shopping for apples in the country is uUerly
delightful. /-/e's something of a connoisseur of apples and
can lei/ you the names of the mrriad varieties, their texture
and taste, and even their artistic beaut)!. /-le is a man who
wears many hats: husband, father, counselor, student,
teacher, preacher, gardener, jogger.
Now in his third rear as President of the Board of Trustees
of Mission Journal, l~oberl M. (Bob) /~andolph is Assistant
Dean o( Students at M.I. T. in charge of the counseling program and with responsibilit)I for interpersonal relationships
among such "unique" groups on the campus as minorities
and international students. A graduate o( Abilene Chrislian,
Pepperdine, Yale, and Brandeis Universities, he has taught
at Peppcrdine, South Connecticut State College, and Dana
Ha// School at Wellesley, Massachusclls. /-le is present/)!
continuing his interest in theological educalion at AndoverNewton Theological Semina1y
/3ut one cannot tali<about Bob without mentioning his
(amil)1.//is wife Jan tal<e,with good humor and encouragement the 111an)I
hours he devotes to and the man)1 trips on
behalf of Mission. A gracious "people-person," Jan is a n'cenl graduate of /-larvard Universil)1and works in the Affirmative Act ion O((ice of the Massachusetts Port Autlwrit)I.
Their vivacious daughters Kathleen (75) and Margaret (9)
participate in man)1 school and church activities.
!3ob sars that as a (amil)I they "gel by." But sornehow
liie)I seem lo be able lo work in everyone's interests and
activities and tai<e whatever comes in stride. They are
spending a lot of lime these days getting read)1to move to
their new home in /foci<porl, Massachusetts, where lhcT
spend many weekends. The family have been deep!)! involved over the past fi(teen )1earsin the liie of the Brooi<linc
Church o( Christ, where both Jan and Bob are on the steering committee.
The value of !3ob r~anclolph's wori<to Mission Journal is
incalculahle, and we are happ)1 lo inuoduce him to our
readers.

Jan and Bob Randolph at home

When I rang up our president recently to sound forth on
the woes o( heing an editor, he vvas in the rnush)1 middle
of making grape jell)!. Other times when I have callee/, he
has been out answering "suicide calls" on the campus of the
Massaclwseiis lnsti/Ute of Technolo1w While 1 i.siting with
his (amil)' on one occasion, I went with him lo do his
weei<lv errands. Shopping in Boslon 's Quincy Market is a
1
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Send In Your
Beginning very soon Lynn Mitchell's column "Doctrinal Reflections" will become a
question-and-answer column. Will you address questions on theology, doctrine, Scripture and its application, or any biblical topic to him at the following address: c/o Bering
Drive Church of Christ, 1910 Bering Drive, llouston, TX 77027.
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Doctrinal Reflections

Restorationism:
The Past And The Future
It is in the future that we will be raised and the Church will finally be
restored to what God originally intended. It is not that now, it was not that

in Campbell's day, and it was not that in the days of the Apostles.
By LYNN E. MITCHELL, JR.
he Conference on "The Restoration Ideal in
American History" which was held at Abilene
Christian University this summer was a feast of
historical perspective. Even if a restoration movement no longer existed, it would have been worthwhile in helping us to understand our past, socially
and politically, as well as religiously.
Restoration movements do continue to exist,
however, including our own. For this reason the
conference could not remain merely a cornucopia
of historical delights. It was also a profound "existential" experience, i.e., it raised questions about
the meaning of our very existence as "restorationists."

T

"Restoration

Movements"

Is Plural

Almost
everybody
is or
has been
a
"restorationist." That is mainly what I learned at the
conference. I guess basically I already knew that, but
the weight and breadth of that knowledge certainly
settled in on me at the Abilene conference.
Most of us have heard of the "restorationists" that
"came out" of various traditional churches. We
have probably heard that Thomas and Alexander
Campbell "came out" of the Seceder Presbyterian
Church to form a "restoration movement." More
than likely we have also heard of Barton W. Stone
"coming out" of another Presbyterian connection to
"restore" the primitive church. We may have even
heard of Elias Smith "coming out" of the Calvinist
Lynn Mitchell holds degrees from Abilene Christian University (B.A. in
Bible, M.A. in Doctrine) and Rice University (Ph.D. in Religious Studies).
He is currently Religious Scholar-in-Residence
al the Bruce Religion
Center of the University of Houston.
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Baptists or of James ()'Kelly "coming out" of the
Methodists. Diligent enquirers may have run across
similar movements called "Anabaptist"
or even
medieval restoration movements.
But the Abilene conference firmly established
what most modern restorationists like ourselves do
not know or have forgotten, i.e., that the religious
fellowships out of which all of these came were,
themselves,
restoration
movements.
The
Presbyterians, the Methodists, and the Baptists were
restoration movements which came out of the
Church of England. Their goals, like those of the later
"restorationists," were to accept the Bible alone as
the rule of faith and practice, to call Bible things by
Bible names and to do Bible things in Bible ways.
They wanted to reinstitute biblical worship and
polity and to avoid human inventions and unnecessary innovations in the work and worship of
the church. They wanted pure, unadorned New
Testament Christianity.
Furthermore, most "restorationists" did not leave.
There were restorationists in the Church of England
(Episcopal) even when the others left. Most restorationists stayed in the Methodist Church even when
James ()'Kelly left. And most restorationists stayed in
the Presbyterian and Baptist churches even when
the Campbells pulled out. Add to all this the restorationist impulses which have appeated and continue
to appear in the Roman Catholic Church, and you
have a truly great cloud of witnesses to the "restoration plea."
Restorationism has manifested itself in many
forms, and there is one thing for sure: even if
"restoration ists"' were the only ones going to

heaven, there would still be quite a bunch of us.
Restoration Movements:
From Heaven or From Men?
The experience those of us who attended had at
the conference would have been helpful for those
among us whose feelings for the idea have turned
sour. Because of all kinds of unfortunate experiences ("horror stories") with people who have
misused the "Restoration Principle" (more easily
misused than most principles), some who have been
reared in the tradition have come to have almost
totally negative feelings about "restoration ism. 11
Some even associate it with shame. To hear some of
their "horror stories 11is to understand. But it is unfortunate that the best and the better aspects of our
tradition are now widely unrecognized even among
us.
It is a grand tradition in many ways, having had its
appeal to thousands upon thousands of noble souls
throughout Christian history in all lands where the
Gospel has gone. Restorationism has had its simple
saints, its sophisticated intellectuals, its holy eccentrics, its frauds, and its raving lunatics. We've all probably known some of each.
It has sometimes majored in restoring things that
must be major if the Gospel is to be properly
preached and the Church is to function properly. It
has sometimes majored in what should have been
minors. It has sometimes majored in things that
should not even be minors. It is a human movement
-that needs always to be said. Without doubt, God
in his providence has used that movement to
accomplish aspects of his will. To that we can all
testify, ifwe think fairly. Some (maybe many) human
beings in this human movement have disappointed
us, perhaps even nearly crushed us. Others have
nurtured us, inspired us, and thrilled us.
These restoration movements, including our own,
are movements within the Church of Christ, the
Body of Christ. That is their glory. The Church of
Christ
always
needs movements,
especially
movements of reform and restoration. Their shame
is the humanistic and pharisaical tendency to come
to the conclusion that they and they alone have
arrived at complete truth and constitute,
by
themselves, the whole Church of Christ. This is a
conclusion for which Satan is responsible and which
he has used with great effectiveness in crushing
spirits, shriveling souls, and impeding the progress of
the Kingdom of Christ.
But even doctrinal sanity, the proclamation of the
Cross, and dependence on the movement of the
Holy Spirit can be restored to the Church. Real study
of the Word, servanthood, and hope can be
restored. Who better to do the job than a Restora-

tion Movement which
ment of God's Spirit?
get more concerned
around and help with

turns itself over to the moveIt would be good if we could
and sensitive people to stick
such a restoration.

A Movement to Restore the Future
Is the "restoration of New Testament Christianity 11
still a viable project? Or is it an idea whose time has
passed and whose assumptions are no longer
tenable? Different people left the conference with
different answers to these questions. For some the
time for "restorationism"
is definitely over. Others
do not see the problem-they
continue to equate
the Christian faith with their own vision of restoration.
For those young, vigorous Church of Christ
scholars with whom I was privileged to discuss the
conference while it was still fresh on our minds, the
interpretation of what we had experienced was not
so simple. There are some widespread "restorationist11 assumptions which these scholars find no
longer tenable. A growing breadth of historical and
theological perspective makes it increasingly more
difficult to believe, for instance, that the Bible contains a consistent blueprint for worship, organization, practices or lifestyle that can be merely
duplicated at any time in any culture.
Most of these young scholar/theologians are still
committed to a restoration in our time of the faith
and the church which burst upon the scene of
history on the first Pentecost following the death and
resurrection of Jesus Christ. But such a restoration
would involve more substantive features:
1. The restoration of a more radical, more biblical
understanding of justification by Grace through
Faith in Jesus Christ, not by ourselves, our works,
our right thinking, our movements, or our agreement.
2. The restoration of a Church whose unity is the
unity produced by the Spirit, not by ourselves, our
works, our right thinking, our movements, or our
agreement.
3. The restoration of the Church of New Testament times, a Church which included an immense
variety of perspectives, practices, organization,
and lifestyles while adhering to one Lord, one
Faith, and one Baptism united in one Body by the
one Spirit.
4. The restoration of a church whose eyes are
primarily on the restoration of the future rather
than the past.
The Christian faith is the only possible movement
to restore the future. Only God through Jesus Christ
holds the future in his hands. When the New Testament speaks of "restoration,"
it is not referring to
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something that Alexander Campbell did or to
anything that our "restorationist" congregations are
doing. It is speaking of what God has done and is
going to do. Jesus Christ died to restore the future of
what God intended for us from the foundation of the
world. We look to the past only because He entered
history in the past. We look to the future because
that is whence He came. It is in the future that we
will be raised and the Church will finally be restored
to what God originally intended. It is not that now, it
was not that in Campbell's day, and it was not that in
the days of the Apostles.
The restoration of the Church of Christ to what
God intends it to be is the goal for which Christ died
and toward which the Spirit is continually moving

(Our Arena, continued from p. 5)
The father saw the anxious look on his daughter's
face and instead of answering her, asked, "Are you
lost?"
A smile brightened her face. "Oh, no," she said
quickly.
"I'm
with you"
(Wm. G. Gamble,
Benedicte's Scrapbook, Eerdmans, 1955, p. 52).
We don't have to know where history is leading.
We can trust because we are with God. He is here in
the arena of history where we must live out our lives.

W

hether the problem you face is personal or
universal, whether it is small or large, the rnost

us. It is not an accomplishment of ours. It is certainly
not something of \Nhich the Church can boast as being done in the present or in the past.
How about a movement to reconcile all things in
heaven and earth, in which there is no longer Jew or
Greek, bond or free, male or female, but all are one
in Christ Jesus? How about a movement which
culminates in the breaking down of every wall, the
bowing of every knee to Christ, and the submission
of every thing to God so that He might be All in All?
We can only participate in such a Restoration
Movement. We can't start it, save it, or control it.
But isn't it enough just to be privileged to be a part of
it?.
--------·----·---·--------·
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important fact to remember is that Emmanuel, God
with us, has come.
Every time I hear Isaiah's words I hear in my mind
a strong, rich contralto voice singing,
Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a
son and shall ca// his name Emmanuel, Cod
with us.

This is the meaning of Christmas. God is in the
arena of human life and history. May his presence
give you comfort and hope in your personal lives
and in the world you and I must fashion and shape.

(Time Was Right, continued from p. 8)
compete. If we identify Christianity with Israel, it
could be only as a minority religion; and even so
Israel as an obscure people did not compare with
the great ancient empires. The Christian faith had to
find its strength in something more than great world
empires. True, it eventually became the official
religion of the Roman Empire; but this was not until
the fourth century, beyond the time of "the early
church" and the era of its greatest power.
We must remind ourselves that the New Testament did not produce the early church, but it was
the early church that produced the New Testament.
To understand the New Testament, therefore, we do
well to understand the climate in which the church
emerged. If the Greeks and Romans were tutors

unto Christ, we need to know something of what
they contributed.
If the Christian faith is "the
culmination of Judaism," as it is sometimes put, then
we need to understand the Jewish foundations.
Already we have seen that the Romans provided law
and order, international highways, security of land
and sea, and political unity. The Greeks lent their
language, literature, and ideas. The Graeco-Rornan
world as a whole created a tone and a soul, a hunger
for certainty, and a cultivation of mind and spirit that
opened hearts to the Gospel message. Judaism gave
the Person and the faith as well as the characters for
the opening drama.
The time was made ripe for the invasion of Christ
into human history.

(Missing, continued from p. 16)
cicadas being raised so precisely from their long
gestation in the earth, the many children being
lowered so soon into theirs.
I wonder: !low can we make sense of the puzzle

with so many vital pieces rnissing? How can we ever
see it whole? The cicadas' requiem engu Ifs me as I
walk the short distance to my room. We make con
cessions, I suppose. With so much missing, we make
a good many concessions.
.~M1ss10N
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Reason and Imagination in C.S. Lewis:
A Study of Till We Have Faces
By Peter J. Schakel. Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1984
Reviewed by Bruce L. Edwards, Jr.

Peter Schakel explores the relationship
between
"reason" and
"imagination" in Lewis's life, and thereby illuminates their place in the
lives of every Christian.
Books abo ut C.S. Lew is seem to fall
into two categori es: (1) paraphrases or
summ aries of his apo logetic s and fictio n; (2) un adult erated hagiograp hy,
i.e., undi sguised hero-worship passed
off as criti cal schol arship . Lewis is so
quotabl e, and so co nsistently ed ifying
in his explanation s of th e Chri stian
faith , that tho se w ho write books
about him tend to substitut e th eir personal enthus iasms for carefu l analysis
and insightfu l co mmentary. Wh at is
generally lackin g in studi es of Lewi s is
the cop io us, crit ical eye that he
him self brought to the subj ect matte r
of th e books he wrote. Those who
wou ld hono r Lew is can attempt no
less than the same kind of rigo rou s,
diligent schol arship wh ic h his life pro duced. Happ ily, Peter Schake l's book
is a grand except ion to the glut of
Lew isiana.
Most Chri stian readers know Lewis
for his apolog etic works and fo r his
childr en's books, The Ch ron icles of
Narn ia, standin g amazed at the uncommon but pleasurable mixt ure of
rationa l argum entation and creativ e
fict ive power wh ich these works
evinc e. In his scho larly inquiry into

Lewis' fi ction, crit icism and th eo logy,
Peter Schakel exp lores the relatio nship
betw een " reason" and " imagination "
in Lew is's life, and thereby ill umin ates
their plac e in th e lives of every Chri stian.
Actua lly, thi s volum e is two book s in
one. Section I is a thoroughgo ing
analysis of Lew is's most amb itious (and
probab ly least und erstoo d) work of fiction: Till We H ave Faces, Lew is's retelling of th e Cupid/Psy che myth. Section
11 is a chrono logical survey of Lew is's
o th er works , in w hi c h Scha ke l
establishe s that in his later years Lew is
groped toward , especially in hi s
autobio graphi cal wr itings, th e marriage of reason and im agination th at he
had sought earlier in his life, even
before hi s co nversion . Unusual, but
impressive, is the atte ntion Schakel
gives to some of Lewis' s po sthumous
wo rks, part ic ularly A Gr ief Observed
and Lett ers to M alco lm , fo r th eir
relevance to und erstanding this reconci liation of reason and im agination.
Schake l takes issue with the notion ,
pop ularly exp ressed, that " Lewi s's
thoug ht appeared almo st ful l-blown in
the earliest Christian writings . . . from

Bruce L. Edwards, Jr. is Assistant Prof essor of English al Bowling Green Stale University, Bowling
Green, Ohio.

his pen. " Rather, Schakel argues,
Lewi s's life represented a steady evo lution, not a sett led co nv ict ion , on the
matter of th e int ellect vs. the imagination; close analysis reveals a persistent
tension between reason and im aginati on that is reco nciled finally on ly in
Lew is's last few works. A Lew is stud ent
who identifi es the later Lew is w ith th e
obj ectivist who debated the " personal
heresy" with E. M. W. Ti llyard in
the 1930s wi ll ignore a crucial
developm ent in Lewi s the reader.
Possibly Schakel's greatest co ntribu tion in thi s wo rk is not his exp licat ion
of Till We H ave Faces, form idab le
though it is, but his exposition of
Lew is's lit t le-k nown
but ri c hly textured work of literary theo ry, An Experiment in Cri ticism.
Tl-iis book wi ll de light the Lew is
devotees to be sure, but it is not a
book w ritt en especially for them .
Wid ely read , this book wi ll do much to
reviv e int erest i n Lew is's mo st
c hallenging work of fict ion. But mo re
im portantly , Professor Schakel's work
will do mu ch to enhan ce Lewi s's
rep utation as a cri ti c and a co ntributor
to the current reade r-respon se/decon stru ctio nist debate abo ut th e statu s of
readers and texts in the lit erary enterpri se.
MISSION
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The Sixth and Izard Chu rch case is
an inte restin g o ne (Mission, June,
1985), and I hope M ission wil l co ntinu e to cove r it.
The whole issue of ch urc h gove rnment is o ne in which Bible readers and
scholars seem to di sagree. Just observe
th e d ifferent typ es of chur ch govern ment used by var ious Chri stian
denom inatio ns, and you can see what
I mean . W e in th e Ch urc hes of Chri st
see th e "off ice" of eld er as one held
by " laymen" appoint ed by someone
in a loca l co ngregation w ith some typ e
of leadership authority ove r that loca l
co ngregatio n. Ot her de nom ination s
see th e elder off ice as o ne to be held
solely by cle rgy men; hence the socalled " paston system " is common in
both Protestant and Catho lic com mu nions.
I wou ld li ke to see Mis sion present
studi es of "c hur ch office rs," be t hey
elders or deaco ns, as seen by ot her
major Christian commu nions, inc l ud i ng Bapt ists, Episcopa l ians ,
Luthe rans, Presbyterians, M ethodi sts,
Pentecostals, and Catho lics, as we ll as
t he t hree bra nches of th e Restor atio n
Movement.
Alvin C. Rose
Ashland City, Tennessee
In her respo nse to Wi lli am Ad rian's
pape r " Thou ghts on the Role of the
Christian Scho lar" (Nov. 1985), Kathy

Pulley says that the University shifted
after World Wa r II toward research
and product io n. The " uni versity" as
opposed to the " co llege" was not
pr im arily devoted
to c h a racte r
bu ilding befo re Wor ld War II, as
Fredrick Rudolph po ints out in hi s
standard work The A m er ican Co ll ege
and University (see esp. pp. 343-345,
but also p. 333; Ch . 13 " The Changing
Un iversity," p. 264). By th e turn of th e
ce ntur y the American Uni ve rsity had
become an English co llege (undergraduate) with a series of Ge rmaninspired gradu ate and professiona l
schoo ls attached and t hu s it largely remains . The pattern was set at Johns
Hopkin s in 1876 and was adopted by
th e majo r land grant univ ersities by th e
early part of th e twent ieth ce ntury
- certain ly the patte rn was fairl y we ll
set by 1920. It is tru e that the emph asis
o n research fu nded by the federa l
governm ent great ly acce lerated in t he
post-World W ar II period . The chief
values of th e univ ersity were research
and service stemm ing from th at
research to th e stat e (cf. th e " Wi sconsin Idea" t hat "t he boundar ies of th e
camp us are the borders of t he state") .
They were the valu es of a democrat ic
society (Nevin s, The Land -G rant Co lleges and Democracy) . M s. Pull ey is no
doubt right that Protestant Chri stian
values dom inated in mo st uni ve rsities
pri o r to W o rld War II. Those values
co ntinu ed lo nger in some univ ersiti es
th an others. Nonetheless th e trend
toward secularization was we ll underway befor e Wor ld W ar II, but research
had been a maj o r emp hasis long
befo re that time.
Edward G. Holley
Chape l Hill, North Carolina
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